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Michael Shaklock proposed the concept of neurodynamics in 1995 with his paper in the British Journal of Physiotherapy in which various scientific pillars formed a key aspect of clinical practice in the practice of physiotherapy and neurophysical therapy. This was developed in his book in Clinical Neurology, 2005, Elsevier, Oxford in which
the whole body is treated in the diagnosis and treatment of many muscle and bone syndromes with a neurological component. The courses offered by neural solutions are based on the philosophy of helping therapists develop their clinical skills and apply them to their patients. Thus this course contains approximately 65% process and
35% theory. Like most physical assessments we use, neurodynamics have a structured and goal-oriented process. We are not simply looking for a positive or negative test result. In fact, taking positive and negative terms out of the equation would make the interpretation of these tests as a whole simpler. The first decision for each
therapist to make is to determine the appropriate level of evaluation that is safe for the patient in front of them. These are divided into 4 levels (each shown below) of level 0, 1, 2, and 3. The second decision of the processor is to interpret the test results. In terms of interpreting tests we can use regular response words, a secret abnormal
response and an overt lyc-natured response. It is normal for the test to produce a neurological response and it is the doctor's job to distinguish between natural and abnormal responses with each patient. An important point to remember when interpreting tests is that having a positive ad response on a neurological test does not distinguish
the cause of the problem, and we still have to determine whether there is a mechanical defect or malfunction in organ function within the nerve tissue. The easiest way to explain this is that if A + B = C we cannot simply assume that C-B = A. When conducting neural tests therapists related to the results of each test are required to return to
the rest of the evaluation in order to determine whether the problem lies within the nerve tissue itself, the tissues that innervates, or the surrounding façade of soft tissue structures. The third decision to make, once an apparently abnormal response has been determined is to decide whether it is then to decide the problem due to physiology
or pathology. PATHOPHYSIOLOGYPathophysiology refers to damage of nerve tissue through inflammation or hypoxia that often leads to chemical changes within tissues such as mechanical sensitivity, lower threshold for activation and increased input response. Physiology can occur as a result of mechanical dysfunction i.e.
inflammation of nerve tissue due to pressure from spinal disc herniation, or changes in nerve tissue that occur with disease processes such as diabetes. PATHOMECHANICSIs there is a glitch in the interface that needs to process any open or Bugs? Is the problem caused by excessive or degenerated movement on the façade? Is there a
neurological disorder that needs to address any stress or sliding dysfunction? Areas where my knowledge has changed during neurodynamic synapses courses provide a system that can be applied to the body, regardless of region. This course has focused heavily on the application of neurodynamics treatments for lumbar nerve root pain
and peripheral nerve syndromes such as perform syndrome and tartunnel syndrome. What was great about the course was to review the LQ methodology and look at each body area to understand how to deal with injuries in that area rather than just thinking you can apply the same principles to each participant. It often feels like there are
several 'ah ha' moments during these sessions. Here are two examples. Example 1: For the lumbar spine, functional imbalances in the interface are often managed using a static or dynamic opening technique. It makes perfect sense because if there is pain and increased pressure on the nerve with the closure of the movements
(extension and lateral flexing) then opening through lateral bending and bending can reduce nerve pressure, improve blood flow, increase the diameter of the canal and temporarily improve pain. What about if the patient with nerve root pain has an opening defect? How do you manage that? Just because we open when you don't like
closing structures doesn't mean we close when the structures don't open. The closure would increase the pressure on those structures. The challenge for this is to use interface techniques to improve open imbalances and while these were included in the course, you can also read about them in Shaklock's Book of Clinical Neuroscience.
This was a great example and a discussion point for me for a more understanding of the principles of designing treatments. There are two main models of neurological treatments: what is good for nerves is good for muscles, and therefore joints/soft tissue treatment techniques will be beneficial to both. What is good for nerves is not good
for muscles and various treatments are required. Example 2: A second example of changes in my understanding of neurodynamics relates to neurotic and peroneal biases and how/why/ when we apply them to sLR or slack test. The poutor or oscillator in the slack slider (therapy) can be used as sensitization movements for the roots of the
lumbar nerve as they sit or remove them from the injury site. However, these movements cannot be used in the treatment of nerve and peroneal ankle-related injuries due to the theory of convergence and nerve gliding. This theory described the ways in which the nerve moves: longitudinal slippage, inhibitions, elongation, bending and
closeness. When you ever think about the movement of neural structures in each joint just remember that the nerve will converge (i.e. move towards) towards the joint that occurs movement. Until the next for the 'Slider Retreat' movement. When moving the knee to the extension, the ankle level of the nerves converge towards the knee
however. But, when you flex plantar and reverse the ankle (making it a peroneal bias), the interface moves caudally and therefore with regard to the movement of the interface, the nerve moves further towards the knee. So while this movement creates a sliding treatment for the level of lumbar nerve roots, it actually creates nervous
tension (not a slider) at the ankle level. The following countries have been confirmed for events in 2020. However, much has changed since the advent of COVID19. - Belgium, Brussels (Luan la Nov) - Canada - France - India, many courses to be announced soon - Lithuania - Malaysia - Mexico, and other South American countries -
Netherlands - Poland with Syntonic - Russia - Sweden - Taiwan, Taipei - United Kingdom - United States - and many more to come. The following are the details of the courses that are still on schedule, but provided that they are confirmed in the not-too-distant future. Litwanka Sleepember 10-13, clinical neurodynamics, 4-day cycle. Host:
Kineziterapijos KlinikaContact: Paulius GedikasEmail: p.gedikas@gmail.comPh:+370 618 67325, +370 682 21414 Pages Information and Registration: MalaysiaKuala LumpurLamborghini Neurodynamics Will Be Announced - Upper and Lower Quarter September 10 -13: Dr. Kieran ChallagundlaHost: Biorehab, Mr. Ady KimPh:
+60128271717Email: course@biorehab.my POLANDKatoSeptember 18-21, Clinical Neurodynamics, Lower Quadrant. Trainer: Michael Shaklock Host: SyntonicLocation: Diament Park Hotel, Katovich Contact: Dawid KasolikEmail: kasolik@syntonic.plWeb: www.syntonic.plPhone: +48 506 600 102Information and registration: Polish,
English meanwhile, we now offer online guidance to doctors and telehealth patients. All guidance at this stage is done by Michael Shaklock who is internationally recognized as an expert in the diagnosis and treatment of musculoskeletal disorders, nervous system and pain management. Ask us to help you develop your neurodynamics
and myocardial skills with online guidance and we can do telehealth with patients as well. Health Remote and Guidance Online Host Course All Courses on Neurodynamics Based Michael Shaklock International Best Natural Therapy Scriptbooks, Clinical Neurodynamics, Elsevier, Oxford, 2005. It is also internationally standardized and
transferable to other countries. Highlights of the 65:35 practical session - practical ity theory on and new discussion elements of the most important manual techniques for neurological problems seen in the most important muscle and bone practice therapy for the practice of hills (cervix and thorsal), shoulder, elbow and wrist, hip/camuri,
hamstring and ankle and foot pain. Specific cycle content: Upper quadrant, lower quadrant what you learn how to move nerves mobilisations display nerve root to exclude neurodynamics Between the skeletal and neurodynamic components make tactical neurodiagnostics progress from low to high functional levels is to create, choose and
implement the best techniques for your patient's accuracy from neurodynamic technique to detect contraindications to neuroshost neuroshost therapy training cycle.
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